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Chamber PR support
• Business Network magazine
• Chamber website – Member news
• Email newsletters – Business
Network weekly
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Business Network magazine

Business Network magazine
• Circulation of 5,000 and estimated readership of 15,000 –
sent to business leaders across the East Midlands
• Published 10 times a year (double issues in July/Aug and
Dec/Jan) both in print and online
• Delivered in partnership with Kemps Publishing, which
deals with advertising

Magazine themes 2021
February: Cyber security and future technology
March: Women in business
April: Mental health in the workplace and CSR
May: Hospitality, travel and tourism
June: Logistics
July/August: Sport and recreation
September: Universities and education
October: Healthcare and pharmaceuticals
November: COP26 special focus
December/January: Finance

Magazine sections
•
•
•
•
•

•

Member News
Appointments
Chamber News
Sustainable East Midlands
Business support
o Digital & Technology
o Legal
o Finance
o Skills
o Property
o Information
Main features (big interview, focus feature, politics, international
trade)

Types of articles
•

News stories

•

Thought leadership (AKA educational articles, op-eds, byline
features)

•

Member Focus monthly feature

•

Features written by editor (big interview, focus feature,
politics, international)

Kemps sales features - found in media pack (themes include
apprenticeships, logistics & transportation, conferencing &
events)
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What makes a good news story?
•

Clue is in the name – news
is new or current

•

Should be something readers
want/need to know about.
Who will care?

•

Identify a news hook that’s
interesting to a wide
business audience. It should
be:

o Timely
o Relevant
o Have magnitude
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•

Examples:
o Growth – new jobs, new
premises, turnover growth,
mergers & acquisitions
o Success stories – awards,
certification, big contract wins
o Appointments of new staff
o Case studies – innovation,
collaboration
o Unique research
o New business models and
products
o Key events
o CSR/ESG engagement

Finding news in a ‘boring’ story
“Company does job” – eg web designer designs website for client in Kent; commercial
property agency leases office. So what?
But, it may make a news story if you can answer these questions:
•
Is the client a household name?
•

Or is it a public body? Eg an NHS trust, so perhaps an opportunity to roll this project
out further

•

Has there been a particular impact on the client with learnings that can be adopted
elsewhere?

•

Does it have a wider impact on a community or economy?

•

Have you done something particularly innovative?

•Your
Is there some data behind this that tells a story?
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Finding news in a ‘boring’ story
“We didn’t really do much” – eg company is just one of many
in supply chain of major contract

But it may make a news story if you can answer these questions:
• Can you give more details about the role you played?
•

Did it create/sustain jobs at your company?

•

Is this just the latest in a range of big companies/projects
you’ve been involved with?

•Your
Can you demonstrate innovation in your input?
Chamber

How to write a news story
News stories should cover six basic ingredients – who, what, where, when, why and
how

Paragraph 1
Sum up the news story and introduce the business/person that it’s about
Paragraphs 2-3
Put the story in context and who else is involved, how it came about and highlight why
it’s important
Paragraph 4
Include a quote to add opinion – explain why this is important, why people should care
etc
Thereafter
More relevant information, perhaps including a timeline of events and further details,
as well as another quote (maybe from a client)
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Things to remember
•

Include a brief company background – where it’s based, when it was founded, what it
does, number of employees, turnover (if willing to share)

•

Is there any relevant info that readers should know about – recent acquisitions, other
projects you’ve worked on?

•

Details should be tangible – when demonstrating growth, give numbers and dates

•

Always write in the third person

•

Take a factual tone – opinions should only go into quotes

•

But make sure there is at least one quote – and that it’s not just a single line

•

Include full names and job titles for people quoted
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Word count is flexible but a rough guide is 300-600 words

How NOT to write a press release
•

It should not be an advertorial. This means using phrases
that would be more appropriate in marketing material
o “Company A is the leading manufacturer of life-size plastic sheep”
o “Company B is made up of a dedicated team of engineers who are willing
to go above and beyond what is necessary…”

•

It should not read like it was lifted from the ‘About Us’
section of your website or as a company CV. We’ll cut out
what we deem to be promotional makeweight

•

Don’t bury the news line – tell us what your story is from the
very beginning
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Press release
good example

•

Headline and summary are useful for us to understand
what the story is about very quickly

•

Lots of interesting news hooks in this story
o Business growth – demonstrated by tangible
numbers for turnover, jobs and HQ relocation
o New business model launched
o Covid relevance – how a business has prospered
despite the pandemic
o Young entrepreneur success story

• Background to business, including when it was founded,
what it does, number of customers (there was also a ‘notes
to editors’ at the bottom including customer names)
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Features two strong quotes

Thought leadership articles
•

Opinion articles authored by a senior representative within an organisation. They
should be written in a first-person perspective

•

The topic covered should be interesting and informative to readers – and ideally
something they haven’t read about elsewhere. It may build on a newsworthy
topic or be more generic

•

This is an opportunity for a company/individual to position themselves as an
expert on this subject. Therefore, the article should be educational, rather than
using it as an opportunity to promote the company’s own services

•

It’s also not an opportunity for you to shout about how you’ve helped customers
– if you want to use case studies, it’s probably more worthy as a news story

•Your
Word count should be between 500-700 words
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Thought leadership structure
•

Write freely and be conversational

•

Don’t use lots of bullet or numbered points

•

Briefly explain at the top why the subject is important to our readers and
introduce some background if it’s not widely known, including latest
developments

•

Sub-headings can help guide the structure, whether as a ‘listicle’ or just
introducing new sub-topics

•

It should provide some commentary or advice

• You may wish to end with a prediction, final piece of advice or call to
Your
action (which shouldn’t be a business pitch)
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Thought leadership
good example
•

This is a topical article as it responds to a
news story

•

It sets out the background to a change in
the law and then explains the impacts this
has

•

Sub-headings are used to guide the
narrative and make key points

•

While there’s no information about the
author’s business or contact details, the
reader will be able to identify him as an
expert in this field should they need
support – this is the marketing benefit of
PR
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Images
•

Please send images in colour and hi-res (at least 1MB). Anything
smaller than this may not reproduce well in print

•

Send images as JPEGs – not embedded into press releases

•

The better the image, the most likely the article is to get a prominent
position in the magazine

•

A headshot is a head and shoulders image with a plain background
(ideally not a holiday photo!) and is welcome – but the best images are
more dynamic and may feature team shots with a photogenic backdrop

•Your
Logos are an appropriate substitute for images
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Deadlines
•

Deadlines for articles are the beginning of the month before the
magazine edition you’d prefer to feature in. For example, send by the
beginning of March for the April issue

•

However, this doesn’t guarantee a slot in the April edition and the
editor will need to balance the number of member submissions with
the number of pages in the publication

•

If there’s a particularly pressing need for it to go into a certain edition,
please state this clearly and explain why

•

Articles that aren’t of a time-sensitive nature may be held back until a
later edition, but it’s unlikely this will be more than a couple of months
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Housekeeping
•

Send articles as text in an email or in Word documents – not PDFs or Notepad

•

Don’t send newsletters or links to a webpage or blog – send press releases or bespoke thought
leadership articles

•

We are unable to provide proofs before publication due to time pressure and the sheer number of
submissions

•

We reserve the right to edit submissions accordingly to ensure content is aligned to the look, feel, style
and consistency of the magazine

•

Please don’t use words that have a copyright or trademark sign – we can’t reproduce such signs

•

Don’t use footnotes for references – just write out where research came from

•

Calls to action will only be used if:
o
o
o
o
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A company is offering something for free
Chamber members can benefit from an exclusive offer
There’s a charitable URL, such as a JustGiving page
The call to action is pivotal to the story, such as if someone is looking for the business community to reach out for a
new project

Other marketing opportunities
• Business Network Weekly email newsletter for promoting
news and events (we can link to your website) - send
articles to jasmine.Thompson@emc-dnl.co.uk
• Member-to-member offers – in the Supporting Growth
section of our website
• Ad-hoc social media support (if it’s useful to Chamber
members)
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Thank you
We are hugely grateful for your contributions and look forward
to reading about the latest news and opinions within our
membership
Please send articles to dan.robinson@emc-dnl.co.uk and
jasmine.thompson@emc-dnl.co.uk
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